Diamond Generating Corporation
A Subsidiary of Mitsubishi Corporation

Diamond Generating Corporation
develops, builds, owns and manages
a financially and environmentally
sound portfolio of large scale,
high quality, load serving
power generating assets.
ABOUT THE COMPANY

As a wholly owned subsidiary of Mitsubishi Corporation, one of the world’s most diverse enterprises, with over 700 subsidiaries and affiliates worldwide, Diamond Generating Corporation has developed a reputation for financial strength and long-term stability. Our expertise in power development and generation, including greenfield development, acquisition, fuel procurement, financing, construction and operations management has resulted in a portfolio of efficient, state-of-the-art, environmentally sound generating facilities.

COMMUNITIES AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Diamond Generating builds long-term relationships with the communities in which it does business. By working openly with local leaders during the planning and development process we optimize the benefits each facility brings to the community. Our power projects are sited, designed, constructed and operated to minimize the impacts on the lives of our neighbors and the environment. By employing the best available technologies, zero impact facility designs and economic benefits to farmers and businesses, we further demonstrate our commitment to responsible corporate citizenship. We are justifiably proud of our standing as an industry leader in developing intelligent, beneficial projects.
**Development and Acquisition**

Diamond Generating Corporation targets markets in all of the Americas with recognized power demands that meet our strategic development criteria. We actively seek large scale project opportunities that fulfill a region’s immediate and future energy requirements. We search out unencumbered, environmentally benign sites, a stable and inherently reliable fuel supply, opportunities for successful partnering, and a strong, local, load-serving entity committed to bilaterally beneficial power contracts.

**The Advantages of Advanced Energy Generation**

Diamond Generating takes full advantage of advances in technology and contract structuring to flexibly meet each region’s fluctuating energy demands with the least fuel cost. Our new large scale peaking plants respond to sudden increases in demand and enable full integration of wind and solar renewable resources by quick starting to cover sudden drops in output. We employ innovations such as: fuel conversion facilities that convert fuel suppliers’ resources into electricity; cogeneration of steam for industrial hosts; and power generation units with interconnection to multiple transmission grids; to maximize each installation’s value to its region, its partners, and its power purchasers.
Our Experienced Team of Professionals

Diamond Generating Corporation’s experienced team of power developers has been instrumental in the success of our company. To date, over 5,700 megawatts of operating facilities have been acquired or developed and a wealth of new opportunities are in active development. Our project financing team has successfully financed approximately $4.5 billion for these power projects. As a leader in the application of advanced generation technologies, our project engineers apply the best available solution for each application. Our project managers are committed to cost-effective construction management, resulting in projects that are completed on schedule, within budget and that meet or exceed performance requirements.

Operations and Maintenance

Through careful planning, our operations staff help fulfill our moral and contractual obligations to our partners, power purchasers, and neighbors by assuring that the highest standards of operation are achieved. Reliability and dependability are critical for the success of an electrical generation facility, and our staff take their responsibilities very seriously. Our projects demonstrate industry-leading levels of safety combined with the maximum operational flexibility to meet our customers’ needs, while achieving outstanding availability factors.
DIAMOND GENERATING CORPORATION
DEVELOPS LARGE SCALE POWER GENERATING PROJECTS WHERE DEMAND GROWTH SURPASSES ENERGY PRODUCTION.